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 DCR-HC36, UBC, UMC-HC36 Note: This information applies to any Firmware updates, drivers and software downloads to
your product About this device This product is covered by a one year warranty. After this period, you can continue using it, but
the warranty will not cover any accidental failure or misuse. For more information on how to handle product returns please read
the operating instructions. Product DCR-HC36 Manufacturer Droppo Part Number UBC-HC36 Revision 03 Release 2015 This

product was originally released in August 2015 Chassis Models HC36 OS Raspbian Marketing links Links are only valid for
website visitors in Denmark, unless otherwise stated. The links are not valid if you are on a computer or device you own or
manage. Additional information The Droppo HC36 is a Micro-USB based line audio/video receiver with 64MB of internal

memory for stored music and videos. The receiver itself is not very compact, but it is convenient to handle and easy to set up.
You will find the HC36 in the Droppo shop. Table of content Tools Unbox & open the package After unpacking the package,

you can power up your Droppo HC36 and connect it to the Droppo USB power cable. Note that this cable doesn't support
charging your Droppo HC36 and so you should use a battery charger for this. If you are using a Droppo USB power cable, you'll

also need to connect it to your computer. You can also perform a soft reset by holding down the buttons on the front of the
receiver for 5 seconds. Note that you cannot perform a hardware reset on the Droppo HC36, this requires the use of a Droppo

tools software or the Droppo HC36's instruction manual. If your Droppo HC36 is not responding, please try the following: Note
that you can change the display text by pressing the Up Arrow button when it is enabled (which is by default on the left side) or

pressing the Down Arrow button when it is enabled (which is by default on the right side). To get to 82157476af
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